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WCFA NEWS
Western Canadian Farriers Association

President’s Update
VP’s update on Regulation
Articles from our Members
Upcoming clinics and competitions
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President-Russell Floyd (250) 701-2541
Vice President-Will Clinging (250) 510-1690
Treasurer-Mary Blackstock (604) 462-8572
Secretary- Kailey McIntosh
Director-Todd Bailey (306) 229-7320
Director with signing authority-Steve Dixon

Farriers Association

Area Representatives
Vancouver Island North- Mark Hobby (250)
703-3311
Vancouver Island South- Ben Yager (250) 889-3776
Fraser Valley- John Dixon (604) 831-3011
- Heather O’Brien (604) 329-2468
Okanagan- Jack Ketel (778) 908-6270
Northern B.C.-Amanda Chramosta (778) 256-9244
Northern A.B.- Greg Toronchuk (780) 886-9182
Southern A.B.-Joseph Goble (778) 922-3205
Saskatchewan-Krissy Thesen (306) 940-6310
Manitoba-Brad Snyder (204) 210-0229

WCFA Committee Heads
Regulation- Will Clinging
Fall Conference- John Dixon/Jaimie Poulos
CFT Manager-Iain Ritchie
WCFA Series-Joseph Goble
Social Media/Sponsorship-Marie Leginus
Newsletter-Anya Floyd
Kwantlen Instructor- Gerard Laverty
Olds Instructor- Mike O’Neill

Next Newsletter
Submission date is

November 15
Please submit articles as
word docs or google docs.
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From the President’s Desk
Russell Floyd AWCF

Hello WCFA Members,
It is crazy that
we are already on to
our September issue of
the newsletter. Before
we know it, Christmas
will be here. There is
not much to report as
far as goings on with
the WCFA thanks to
our good friend the
Corona Virus. There
are plans in the works
for a small competition
in October, so stay
tuned to the WCFA
Facebook page for
updates on that. I was
able to host a clinic and team practice
at my place with Justin Fountain, which
was a great success. So I hope that
can inspire a few people to get out and
organize a few small events.
To change it up a little from the
usual Presidential information, I thought
I’d share a cool experience I recently
had…Perhaps one of the biggest
professional compliments a farrier
could receive from a client is to be
flown to wherever the horses are in
order to maintain their shoeing
schedule. In early August, I was able to
get a very northern B.C. take on that
experience. A client who owns a

hunting outfit has used
me for years to shoe
their gymkhana and
rodeo horses, but this
year asked me if I could
shoe their hunting
horses for the upcoming
season as well. Little
did I know that this
would involve loading a
forge, anvil, and all of
my shoeing tools into a
Cessna plane and
being flown 220 miles
up the Alaska highway,
and then from there,
flying the equivalent of
a 3 day horseback ride
into the Prophet-Muskwa hunting area
to the base camp where the horses
were kept. Sure it was no flight to
Wellington or Ocala, but if offered up
some scenery that is arguably much
more beautiful.
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From the President’s Desk
Russell Floyd AWCF

In total the flight was
just shy of 2 hours.
The hunting camp
was beautiful, elk
grazed on the air
strip, and you could
see mountain goats
in the surrounding
mountains. We shod
41 pairs of fronts, on
an average 17 inch
foot that hadn’t seen a
nipper pass or any top dressing in quite a
while.
I do love shoeing big warmbloods in
nice barns, but there is something about
being in the mountain and shoeing a real
hunting horse that has to be done to be
understood. Many of these horses have
lived their entire lives in the mountains,
they pack hundreds of pounds of gear and
game over the course of a season, across
terrain that most people would never
consider taking their precious fluffy angel
through. They are worked long hours each
day, and are happy to rest hobbled or
staked in a grassy mountain meadow. It
was a cool experience to help these big
gentle horses and know that their shoes
will help them through their season. I can’t
wait for next year to do it again. If you’re
ever being flown by clients remember to
pack only the essentials like your forge
and anvil, if they’ll let you. Luckily for us,

our baggage wasn’t
charged by the pound.
I hope I will get a
chance to see everyone
down the road, hopefully
things will open up slowly
and we can all get
together again soon. Until
then, keep your heads
down and work while you
can! Winter is coming.
Russell Floyd AWCF
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From the Vice President’s Desk
Will Clinging CJF

Hello to all.
The most recent update on regulation will
be pretty short. There has been a change at the
BC government level and the Assistant Deputy
Minister of Agriculture who has been looking
after the animal health care regulation file has
changed positions and we now have a new
assistant deputy minister. We are not sure what
this means for our cause as there has been no
conversation yet with the new ADM. The covid
crisis seems to have effectively shut down
anything that is not directly related to the
pandemic so we sit and wait.
On the Apprenticeship front things are
faring better. We do not have the constraint of
being approved by the government although
they are still holding things up.
We are waiting for Federal approval for the
name of our new National Association: The
Association of Farrier Training of Canada. Once
the name is approved we have already prepared
the bylaws and constitution for approval by the
board of directors.
I'll explain a bit more about how we hope
this apprenticeship works. The association will
be governed by 8 directors. The directors will be
made up of 2 executive members from each of
the regional associations in Canada. Those are
the WCFA, The Ontario Farriers Association
(OFA), The Quebec Farriers Association
(AMFQ), and the Atlantic Farriers Association.
The directors will form the executive, President,
Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer.

All members of all four regional associations will
be members of the AFTC.
The AFTC will initially be a voluntary
formal apprenticeship. We will help connect
apprentices with training farriers and training
farriers with apprentices. We will create and
administer a designated curriculum for each of
the three year apprenticeship. We will provide
standards for testing and will hold exams to test
apprentices at the end of each year of their
apprenticeship. When they have completed
three years they can sit the exit exam and if
successful will be given a Canadian
accreditation that we hope will be recognized as
equal by the AFA and the WCF.
We also hope to offer Canadian
Accreditation to farriers as an alternative to the
AFA certification or WCF testing.
There is still a lot to do but the final
program is one that is coming together with the
knowledge, support, and cooperation of all four
Canadian Farrier Associations.
I'll keep you up to date as things progress.
Will
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A Look Into a Quarter Crack
Jessie Robinson CF

It has been an odd summer and it’s
safe to say we’ve all experienced changes
with this pandemic. From last minute
shoeing so fluffy can get holes for the spur
of the moment horse show, to the months of
rain on end racking up mileage with above
average nail ons. Along with a few infected
quarter cracks it definitely keeps you
thinking, how can
I be better and are
others fighting the
same fight?
I’ve got a
small breading
facility on the
books and one of
the QH mare’s
“Ronde” has had a chronic quarter crack for
as long as the owner could remember. This
year with all the (close to) record setting
moisture, pastures had turned into slews
and slews into lakes before long dry ground
was hard to find. Rondee came up sore on
the off hind (our chronic quarter crack). On
initial inspection of the crack it looked as
though an anaerobic bacterial infection
along with the added weight from
being in foal was the cause. Being
as Rondee was weeks away from
foaling, Dr. Ryan Shoemaker
came in to x-ray, block, and resect
the infected area, Rondee was
then in a poultice for 7 days along
with stall rest before shoeing.

I really wanted to stabilize this quarter
crack with basic fundamental shoeing.
Epoxies and or lacing could have been used
but I didn’t want to trap any further bacteria
with the weather at the time. I decided to go
with a whip across bar shoe on the affected
foot to support the lateral heal while floating
the quarter crack to allow the cornet band to
relax. I built the whip
across bar shoe out of
3/8x3/4 the lateral was
bumped up 1” bob
punched quarter clips,
rolled toe and 3 nails
(MX50). The near
hind was fit with a 3/4
fuller, quarter clipped,
rolled toe and 4 nails
out of 3/8 x 3/4. The
owner of the facility did
an excellent job of cleaning the affected
area and giving Rondee adequate stall rest
and turn out time.
With any issue we come across, a
team effort, communication and just good
old fundamentals should make a happy
horse. Hope everyone’s summer
ends well and will see you all down
the road!
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Farrier Confessions
Greg Toronchuk

Most of us look at it on our phone either
every morning sitting on the throne or laying in
bed before we go to bed...maybe both?! It’s on
our mind while we work under our horses and
when we are standing at the anvil. We talk to
our peers about it and hell most of us dream
about it! It’s the dirty obsession called
Perfection. We scroll through hundreds of
photos of beautifully forged shoes on social
media. There are grand case studies from
farriers around the globe who have an
unbelievable understanding of the biomechanics
we struggle to grasp daily. While most farriers
do not have much for official credentials many
can provide strong and safe service. We get in a
routine with our regular horses with the same
environmental, conformational, and husbandry
limitations.
Yet every 5 or 6 weeks we are back trying
to improve on our last job. Isn’t that crazy? In
the time of a few weeks we expect to have
gained the knowledge and skill to fix a problem
that most likely nearly completely out of our
control. Now any let me say that I am a strong
supporter of CE of any kind. Certifications and
contests are a huge part of my life and those
phenomenal shoeing jobs with brilliant case
studies are great tools to pull us in the direction
of improvement, because let’s face it we are all
type “A" personalities with healthy dose of OCD.
Don’t get discouraged when things won’t
become perfect.

sound. That’s a lot of “ what ifs” but just think
about it. It may not be perfect, but so long as the
goals of your client are achieved I think that’s a
win.
Remember while we are constantly trying
to improve and understand better we all have a
living to make, bills to pay or kids to feed.
Here is one of mine from this week(mid
August). It was new to the barn and had
significant cracks on the dorsal aspect near
front, lateral aspect near hind and medial aspect
off hind. Obviously something was going on with
this horse but it came with no information. I wish
I’d taken photos of the feet before but the idea
for this article came to me while under this guy.
There are plenty of holes in this job but I do feel
like he was better off after I was done. If I get
the chance to shoe him again I have hopes I
can improve on my last job but perhaps this guy
is damaged goods and I won’t be able to get
these feet to come around.
The internet of full of great work that we
can use to motivate us but don’t lose sight of the
good work you may be doing. We are not all
world champions, and would get laughed off the
Forged in Fire audition and probably will never
have a PhD, but I bet many of your horses are
better off than you think!

Perhaps the average sample of clinics
and certification you’ve been through keep you
leaving your work with the solid foundations of
good farriery. Perhaps every time you leave this
horse it is as good as it can be with the local
farriers available. Maybe if this horse that you
feel you’re missing the boat on left your books
and seen by another farrier would no longer be
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Know Your Risk Tolerance at Different
Stages of Life
As an investor, you’ll always need to deal with risk of some kind. But how can you manage the risk
that’s been made clear by the recent volatility in the financial markets? The answer to this question
may depend on where you are in life.
Let’s look at some different life stages and how you might deal with risk at each of them:
When you’re first starting out - If you’re early in your career, with perhaps four or even five
decades to go until you retire, you can likely afford to invest primarily for growth, which also means
you’ll be taking on a higher level of risk, as risk and reward are positively correlated. But, given your
age, you have time to overcome the market downturns that are both inevitable and a normal part of
investing. Consequently, your risk tolerance may be relatively high. Still, even at this stage, being
over-aggressive can be costly.
When you’re in the middle stages - At this time of your life, you’re well along in your
career, and you’re probably working on at least a couple of financial goals, such as saving for
retirement and possibly for your children’s post-secondary education. So, you still need to be
investing for growth, which means you’ll likely need to maintain a relatively high-risk tolerance.
Nonetheless, it’s a good idea to have some balance in your portfolio, so you’ll want to consider a
mix of investments that align with each of your goals.
When you’re a few years from retirement - Now, you might have already achieved some
key goals – perhaps your children have finished school and you’ve paid off your mortgage. This
may mean you have more money available to put away for retirement, but you’ll still have to think
carefully about how much risk you’re willing to take. Since you’re going to retire soon, you might
consider rebalancing your portfolio to include some more conservative investments, whose value is
less susceptible to financial market fluctuations. The reason? In just a few years, when you’re
retired, you will need to start taking withdrawals from your investment portfolio – essentially, you’ll
be selling investments, so, as much as possible, you’ll want to avoid selling them when their price is
down. Nonetheless, having a balanced and diversified portfolio doesn’t fully protect against a loss.
However, you can further reduce the future risk of being overly dependent on selling variable
investments by devoting a certain percentage of your portfolio to cash and cash equivalents and
designating this portion to be used for your daily expenses during the years immediately preceding,
and possibly spilling into, your retirement.
When you’re retired - Once you’re retired, you might think you should take no risks at all.
But you could spend two or three decades in retirement, so you may need some growth potential in
your portfolio to stay ahead of inflation. Establishing a withdrawal rate – the amount you take out
each year from your investments – that’s appropriate for your lifestyle and projected longevity can
reduce the risk of outliving your money. Of course, if there’s an extended market downturn during
any time of your retirement, you may want to lower your withdrawal rate temporarily.
As you can see, your tolerance for risk, and your methods of dealing with it, can change over time.
By being aware of this progression, you can make better-informed investment decisions.
This article was written by Edward Jones for use by your local Edward Jones Financial Advisor.
Edward Jones, Member Canadian Investor Protection Fund.
Theresa Coates-Financial Advisor
Phone: 250-861-4971 |Fax: 877-314-1314
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For information stay tuned to the WCFA Facebook page
or contact John Dixon (604) 831-3011
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Jonathan Green Clinic in Sunset Prairie
October 2-3
Mile 0 Farrier Company and the
WCFA will be hosting a Jonathan
Green Clinic in Sunset Prairie
Demos and lectures on shoeing
the western performance horse,
the Naviculator, and hands on
practice time for all farriers in
attendance
Lunch and Dinner provided for
both days
Saturday night social BBQ and
Beers
Accommodation:
Dry Camping available on site
Sunset Prairie Bed and Breakfast
located within 2 km
Tentative Schedule
October 2-Team Practice and
Farriers only
October 3-Clinic with Jonathan
Green

WCFA Member Prices
1 day- 125$
2 days-250$
Saturday auditors- Free
Non-Member Prices
(Price includes new WCFA
membership Fee)
1 day-235$
2 days-360$
Saturday auditors- 50$
Contact
Matt- (250) 280 0155
Rachel- (250) 886-7595
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Farriers Association

WCFA Newsletter
9880 Prodahl Rd
Prince George BC
V2K 5M3
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